Abstract: This paper reflects on a practitioner-grounded metaphor -the mosaic -as a means to think the relationship between health and the environment in two policy initiatives, a walking and a conservation group. These were both part of Thames Chase Community Forest, a UK-based nature program to combat ill-health, poverty and social exclusion for those on the fringe of large urban conurbations. Using multiple research methods, the paper questions the simple, literal, equal-but-separate notions of the two pre-set policy parameters to show how the solidarity that mattered could not be fixed in advance. It was a mosaic-in-the-making, that came to life along the way, within the shifting ground of patterned regularities, people and happenings that often escape the net of rapid approaches to ethnographic policy research. Such reflections might usefully offer fresh soundings for policy-makers to contemplate, not merely a blueprint to be followed.
Introduction
Getting back in touch with our natural selves we are told, holds the key to human flourishing. In fact the healing power of forests and woodlands is particularly appealing to policymakers seeking healthier solutions to the escalating problems of obesity and mental illness. Integrating health and the environment might also address worries about the rampant materialism, resource depletion, and widening inequalities that characterise our times. Above all, such links might galvanise that social energy for people to come together in common purpose (Schama, l995; Rival, l998; Darby, 2000) . But all terms like health, the environment and solidarity are difficult to pin down, the relationships between them hardly straightforward Green and Labonte, 2008) . ddThis ethnographic study explores just such an appeal to solidarity through one countryside initiative, Thames Chase Community Forest. Funded by the UK Countryside Agency, The Chase is a second tier organisation covering forty square miles of land in East London and South West Essex. It is part of a multi-purpose, national community forestry programme to combat ill-health, poverty and social exclusion for those on the fringe of its large urban conurbations. Using local teams of health and wildlife practitioners/ managers it provides 'sites for recreation and sport', 'new habitats for wildlife' and 'outdoor classrooms for environmental education', to enhance skills, uplift spirits and restore people and their surrounds to their natural shape (Thames Chase Partnership, 2004) . Key to its populist ethos is the task of developing partnerships with local sports, leisure and arts organisations, to dovetail with the Countryside Agency's broader millenium regeneration plan (Countryside Agency, 2002) . Bringing such diverse projects together 'like a mosaic', as some practitioners put it, might secure a strong green presence around the forthcoming London Olympics and Thames Gateway Developments to Europe, and constitute more than the sum of its parts. ddSuch ideals were reflected in an ambitious research project that combined mapping the social, demographic and health profiles of the surrounding population with an ethnographic study of forest users, billed unusually in public health, as 'standing in its own right'. Together they were to examine the anticipated benefits of a cost-effective return to nature, and explore the wider relationships between health and the environment as key to the Chase's potential unity. The closeness sought, it seemed, must lie within these parameters. Whilst the research was not intended to be an evaluation in the narrower sense, no ethnographer working in a policy context could ignore them without being wayward. ddHowever, settling too firmly on this frame from the start begs the following questions that form the thrust of this paper: how and why were health and the environment -seen apparently as equal but separate, if not opposite -sufficiently distinct to require integrating, but close enough for the harmony Thames Chase sought to be within their grasp? What shapes and forms did these imaginings take in such circumstances? What were their implications for intervening in other people's lives? I will reflect on these questions through the metaphor of a mosaic, illustrating them with two case studies that exemplify these constructs: 'Poulsdon', a walking group promoting 'pure health', was key to the Chase's partnership ethos but lay on the margins of its geographical boundaries. 'Cloffaugh', the second case, was a conservation group devoted to species protection, and lay snugly within them.
Of Metaphors and Mosaics
As noted, practitioners often used the term 'mosaic' in describing the many activities of the Chase, but its significance only struck me later. We think of mosaics as pleasing arrangements of shells, pebbles or pieces of glass, held together within a bounded framework. Their patterned regularities can best be observed from a distance. As discrete entities with well-regulated spaces between them, then, thinking across and above a mosaic's surface properties would lend itself well to the statistical treatment of the epidemiological arm of the study (Harrison et al., 2004: 27) . ddIt was far from being the only metaphor that circulated, routinely giving way to the term 'structure', a biological reference that saturates our language to the point of banality. By contrast, practitioners' reference to mosaics suggested they invested in more imaginative ways of composing the world that went beyond the flatter language of partnership or integration. Indeed, such usage might provide a ray of hope for many social scientists who despair of appealing to policy makers with anything more than bullet points and terse summaries as evidence of their fieldwork. ddUnlike conceptual propositions, the language of metaphor is thought to be alive, participating in the life it represents. As a species, Bateson (l994: 11) writes, 'We think in metaphors and learn through stories'. Morgan (l986: 344) goes on to argue that metaphor is not simply an analytical tool. Rather it is key to what he refers to as 'imaginization', through which people continually write the shapes of organisational life. Its real power lies in the depth of insight that can be achieved, rather than in the lengths to which it can be extended (Bateson, l994) . Like all metaphors, mosaics are three or even multi-dimensional when viewed from an embodied notion of the self (Lakoff and Johnson, l999) . So the image of Thames Chase as the social cement that held the many likely meanings of 'health' and 'the environment' precisely arranged in correct relation to one another seemed an intriguing, if paradoxical way to think the relationship between the preset policy parameters. ddSimply placing health and the environment side by side within the mosaic, for example, is not enough. On the other hand, pasting them too closely together risks smothering the vitality of each ingredient that gives a mosaic its character. Rather, as the humanist psychologist William James (1902 : 1160 l950 vol.1: 243) argued, consciousness continually slips between the transitive and substantive parts of our experience, much like the flights and perchings of a bird. In everyday experience, elements run into one another even as we prize them apart in search of order and predictability in our lives. Bringing to life the looser play between the elements, then, might best restore experiences that resist more conventional social science expression to their proper place in our lives. ddThis suggests a more dynamic reading of the health/environment relationship, and the need for richer concepts to complement the necessary mortality, morbidity and deprivation statistics if the appetite for disagreement as well as living co-operatively with others is to unfold in practice. Social geographers, such as Kearns and Gesler (l998) onwards have debated these questions 1 . Any communion is more likely to emerge in the doing of it. Existential and phenomenological theorists such as Abram (l997), Frodeman (2004), and Weiner (2001) have taken James' reflections further. They argue that we do not experience the relationship between our bodies and our environments passively, but create them out of the bits and pieces of the world around us. Ideas about cosmic unity have also found expression in the lyrical writings of eco-psychologists such as Roszak (l995) . Rather than service delivery models of public health and conservation -whose objects of interest resemble pebbles on a beach waiting to be collected by applying the correct research procedure -the person is already 'within' the environment. Our involvement with the world, according to this viewpoint, is a fundamental fact of our existence (Evernden l985: 46) . Ingold (2001: 15) makes the case forcefully: representations follow in and through our actions. They are not blue-prints that precede them. It is precisely the on-going human task of deciding which ingredients are worth hanging on to that enables us to continue composing the mosaic that was likely to be at stake here. ddMy argument, that this is an elusive process always in the making, is hardly original (Harrison et al., 2004) . However, I hope that recourse to the mosaic metaphor will contribute to a body of scholarship increasingly uneasy with health and environmental policies that are often blind to the way that patterns of caring emerge along the way. These latter intimacies are more likely to occur within and through social relations, rather than being mapped on to the pre-planned surface of nature (Buchanan, 2000; Adams, 2005; Ingold & Vergunst, 2008: 6) . ddThe dynamics that I am after here, such as a fleeting smile, the warmth of a handshake or a raised eye-brow that often give the lie to the findings of more rapid ethnographic assessments, are mostly unclassifiable (Tallis l988: 145; Law, 2004: 88) . This is not to descend into a metaphysical fog. Rather it needs different ways of attending to the world if we are to understand it. My ancillary task, then, is to find a way of writing in accord with the people with whom I worked that does justice to these qualities. In working with complex human interactions and motivations that can only be tentatively reported, this paper is deliberately impressionistic and suggestive, rather than definitional and foundational. If research is to express the hopes, fears and fantasies that often disappear behind the veneer of the successful research project, then ethnography needs to be responsive to whatever happens in the field. It is not simply an instrument that delivers pre-set policy goals to their correct destination (Phillips, 2006; Cerwonka & Malkki, 2007) . However, such an approach is not without consequences, as the paper will show. ddIn the first part of the paper, I consider how the ethnography re-positioned itself as a prelude to detailing the mosaic of relationships that took place in the two case studies, 'Poulsdon' and 'Cloffaugh'. In conclusion, I will draw out the value of the mosaic metaphor in providing soundings for policy makers to contemplate, not merely a manual for them to follow. If readers are better able to reflect on the way our choice of metaphor continually shapes the ageold debate about how far to intervene in orchestrating others' lives, then ethnography will have done its job.
Methodology, Methods and Case Studies
So far we have seen that the ethnography had, in theory, been given its head. It quickly became clear that the notion of 'standing alone' did not imply the degree of autonomy the job description might have suggested. Epidemiologists in public health were unused to research projects where the statistical component occupied only a small part of the total study. When funders put their money where their epistemology is, then, there were often pressures for me simply to colour in qualitatively the parameters that were already in place ). For example, it was evident from conversations early on with members of Thames Chase Management committee that identifying the precise mechanisms involved and placing them clearly within the mosaic would lend credibility to their funding ambitions. The study had to be 'scientific', distancing observer from observed, insight from practice 2 . Any loose play between the elements was not what Thames Chase had in mind. ddHowever, the truths that ethnographers search for can rarely be cemented together so neatly (Wolcott, l999; Cerwonka & Malkki, 2007; Westbrook 2008) . Situating themselves from the start in active engagement with their surroundings, they seek to unravel character and plot in action (Law, 2004; Jackson, 2005; Pinder, 2007, for example) . Understanding the world, these studies argued, emerges through the ethnographer's traffic with it, in a process of approach and withdrawal that goes beyond simply asking people to report on themselves as though from above. This means that the ethnographer's own temperament, history and imagination are partly constitutive of the research itself, a disquieting scenario for Thames Chase practitioners not used to such proximity (Marcus & Okely, 2007) . ddThere were other elements at stake. Analysing the projections that occur when people engage with each other as part of the datum is an analytic strength, ethnographers insist, rather than a methodological weakness (Devereux, l967; Westbrook, 2008; Ratcliffe and Mills, 2008) . Project design, for example, can only be worked out along the way, rather than following a set protocol, if mis-translation is to be minimised (Dresch et al., 2000:14) . So it was here. For example, the task of convincing three different ethics committees (plural 's') of the viability of enquiry that had not lined up tightly specified outcomes in advance fuelled anxieties that lasted well into the project. ddNor were the fine grindings of social action likely to be found in the clipboard data collection methods or laboratories of content analysis with which practitioners were familiar (Willis, 2000) . It was only when I drew the Chase manager in to the process of working on a transcript from a joint feedback session that trust began to emerge. The problem was not whether I was sufficiently detached. Rather was I intimate enough to understand a realm of being that others miss by applying too ploddingly the criteria from their ordinary lives (Wolcott, 2010) . ddAn ambitious project was expected to cover ground and bring as many elements into the mosaic as possible. Over the two years, the fieldwork employed multiple research strategies, and collected a range of materials that provide a backcloth to the two cases presented here (Kessel et al., 2005) 3 . For the nine walks attended at Poulsdon, and the seven day sessions at Cloffaugh, I drew on traditional anthropological techniques of participant observation, informal chats and more formal interviews. As with metaphor itself, the relationships I am searching for are multiple and elusive, rather than singular and definite. In the flow of experience, the interviews became an on-going form of observant participation, yielding their own interpretive possibilities, as Hockey (2002) argued. It was often tempting to assume intimacy where intuition cautioned otherwise. For example, I tried to fulfil the ethics of partnership by returning case studies to participants but with equivocal results. Both practitioners and users wanted the finished product, not the process of wrestling with emerging issues. Participatory research has yet to find its home in an organisational setting that also took its remit from public health professionals in academia. Mere association is not enough. ddSo it was with the two sites in question here. Alerted early on by the walk trainer at Poulsdon that 'people are fed up with being questioned', I moved between various shades of observation, doing what participants did as far as possible, with 'on the hoof' conversations with users who attended over the nine weeks. The material gathered from the two Rangers at Cloffaugh resembled an extended conversation. Mostly I refrained from taking notes directly. Rather I aimed to memorise what was said and done by writing down as much of the exchanges as possible immediately afterwards (Rapport, 2004) . I also compiled a corpus of field notes that helped keep matters factual. Whilst lacking the precision of more formal methods, I believe the results capture the sense and sensibility of what transpired, and were responsive to those barely articulated meanings that the study was after. ddOn the other hand, formal interviews with managers on both sites were readily forthcoming, and lasted between one and two hours. I took shorthand notes in one instance, and tape-recorded the two others. Together with field notes, I transcribed, sorted and coded them by hand using a modified form of grounded theory. Analysis does not necessarily proceed in the straight lines that armchair purists insist. Nor does the advent of easy to manage software packages make the continual task of worrying away at my material any less urgent. Precisely because I did enjoy many aspects of the programme, the need to go looking for trouble with my understandings was paradoxical. It alerted me to some smaller failures in perception that I describe later at Cloffaugh. Inevitably the narrative process of closure forestalled others. No ethnographer can be everywhere in the mosaic at once. ddFinally, it will be clear that Poulsdon and Cloffaugh are pseudonyms. The dilemmas of wanting to reveal the problems without exposing people are familiar enough. Too often though, this is taken to extremes. Social scientists are well versed at putting themselves in contact with people but in writing about them, drain the life from their stories (Farella 2004: 4; Sharman, 2007) . I have therefore altered some details to preserve confidentiality, without, I believe, suppressing either the fidelity to, or the vitality of, the material. It is to a detailed understanding of these stories that I now turn.
'This is Pure Health: It's the Rangers who have the Knowledge'
Geographically on the edge of Thames Chase's formal perimeters, Poulsdon park abutted one of the larger council estates that had more than its fair share of housing and unemployment problems, but none of the shopping attractions that enticed participants away from other walk schemes. Sparsely forested, it was still spacious enough to host a series of 'green gyms' initiated by Thames Chase staff five years ago. With 'all the advantages of the outdoors but none of the costs', Poulsdon's publicity took the Enlightenment virtues of self-improvement to heart: fronted by a scene from Thames Chase Nature Reserve, it included guidelines on proper footwear, medication and bottled water. Maps pointed out local points of interest and wildlife. ddBringing biology and utility together, the walks nicely encapsulated the evidence, cleansed as it was of history and circumstance. The Sports Development manager, now drawn into the Chase's management committee meetings explained beforehand: 'You should be slightly puffed, not out of breath', allowing body temperature to be raised without impeding conversation. Indeed, the walks had been calibrated beforehand, 'so people know exactly what distance it is and how long it takes'. Any progress from directed to self-directed walking could be carefully monitored so that walkers could 'check their heart beats' for the anticipated health benefits. There was scope too for walking on prescription: one participant with diabetes arrived on his doctor's recommendation, complete with mountaineering boots. Perhaps this was a fertile avenue for his fell-walking ambitions, as well as future funding for the scheme? ddThe walks attracted a small coterie of regulars, mostly retirees, though recently some 'out-the-office' staff from the town hall where we met joined us as a reminder of the work discipline to which they could later return refreshed. Ignoring the smokers who spilled out of the revolving door for a lunch-time breath of air, the group split into two: the manager's 'elite' walkers took the longer route into the Chase proper, whilst those opting for the twomile stretch remained within the park perimeters. A voluntary walk trainer, complete with emergency health pack on her back, led each walk. Not that she could use it, we discovered as she took us through our paces, 'not with all that litigation'. Though armed with neither sphygmomanometer nor divining rod, there was no reason for me to doubt the programme's scientific efficacy: you could not argue with a walk. ddCertainly, it seemed, the pursuit of physical fitness was at the heart of goodness as the walk leader took us through our paces. 'You come for your health, that's what it's for' was a key refrain. The pace was brisk. At the graceful invitation from one of the walkers, 'Will you move with me?' we settled into two-by two's as the path didn't accommodate four abreast. I wondered if walking on the grass was allowed. 'Well you could', the walk trainer considered. But she sounded doubtful, and no one did. Neither were there any short cuts. As we reached a right-angled fork in the path we paused a second before our feet followed its Prussian exactness. A distant choreography of ever changing formations was visible now and then as the elite walkers joined us momentarily, waved, and then sped off. Straight lines, not soft curves were the object of the exercise. ddAs we put the distance behind us, the self-consciousness that learning how to walk differently faded, the taxidriver's jibe 'that's a bit daft' placed in its proper perspective. Known by the local children as 'the coffin dodgers' participants found that walking gathered a vitality and radiance in the doing of it. One participant had recently been widowed. 'Well sometimes I think you can't go on, but then you think I must shine, shine for him you know', she confided. For the walk trainer, the wind blowing through her hair lifted her spirits, and 'makes my hair grow stronger!' Another walker, fresh from her own training course, had been marooned in traffic recently, and was able to complete her journey on foot. 'Now if I couldn't have walked…!' There was no need to complete the sentence as we basked in the virtues of uprightness. Citizenship belonged to those with control over their bodies, rather than being controlled by them. Indeed we were performing our civic duty by unburdening the National Health Service, becoming fitter grannies, sleeker matrons or more exemplary carers in the process. ddBut it was the socialising that gave the group its edge as we learnt that physical effort could be softened by the gentler art of conversation. 'Not something you could do in the swimming pool' we agreed as those other pleasures faded from view. Moreover, this was a chance to 'get us all away from our telly sets'. We were sensitive to the moral charge that kept surfacing: 'All people want to do these days is put their kids in front of the video to keep them quiet' as one of the participants put it. However as the Tuesdays unfolded, the walk leader revealed a fondness for TV too 'but only when I'm doing the ironing or cooking a meal'. Indeed the lively dissection of the chief characters on 'Strictly Come Dancing' and 'Trisha' presupposed such a familiarity. TV was a social lubricant, as much as tales about grandchildren, or the spring flowers one participant had just planted at home, since the regimented beds of crocuses at our feet aroused little interest. There were other glimpses of life beyond the programme that the self-consciousness of working on our bodies momentarily left behind: for one walker, a house sale that secured a rung on the housing ladder; for a retired nurse, the religious faith that provided solace after a recent bereavement; for a third, the hint of drabness of a life that announced 'I've nothing else to do so I walk'. Any curiosity about the fraternity of drug users we had been warned about was not to be satisfied: they never came within the mosaic's frame. ddSome insides though were not for display: 'Telling us all their private troubles on the telly, have they no shame?' said the walk leader of one of the more flamboyant competitors on 'Trisha'. Nor did the group allow talk about aches and pains to lapse into moaning, or linger on the euthanasia case currently fronting the tabloids. If there were invitations back to tea and coffee, they took place elsewhere as the group melted away at the bus-stop afterwards, the walk's benefits held in place by an evaluation that pursued only efficiency and value-for-money. Joining in was one thing, the harmony of belonging another. ddIn one sense, then, the evidence did precede us, as we became more at home in the fresh air. Walkers drew on the scientific language of health improvement for inspiration. This was a rational exercise in biological and cognitive improvement that spoke to both freedom and constraint as we were put through our paces. A natural physique, we discovered, bore the travails of the world lightly, and comported itself modestly. It could be galvanised by carefully paced exercise to improve bone density, shed the cost of un-natural medicines, and perhaps defy mortality itself. A compression of morbidity thesis was a potent elixir in the context of debates about a topheavy population and the insistent voice of the euthanasia lobby. ddHowever, walkers were not simply acting out roles that had been scripted beforehand. In 'putting the world to rights', we were also fashioning an unspoken moral fellowship that privileged uprightness and respectability, but was not diverted by the prospects of losing our way; that was alive to the glamour of dancing on TV, but not on the grass; and that generated polite conversation with a ritual grace and shapeliness, but closed its ears to the public display of private troubles. It was difficult to see where health ended and environment began, which elements could be naturally pasted into the mosaic's framework and which could not. Indeed, we could not have spoken the words we did if we were not already within the environment, testing and adjusting our responses to one another. These were delicate traces that unfolded and gathered around us as we went along. And there was always 'much more', practitioners agreed, to draw in to the group's remit.
'It's about species living in harmony. When things get too much they're out of balance'
If walkers' ideas about health, and healthy fellowship took shapes and forms that were not necessarily what policy makers had in mind, then understanding what was at stake at Cloffaugh, the conservation group, was just as unpredictable. ddLess self-consciously modernist than Poulsdon, Cloffaugh boasted a distinguished pedigree. The newly planted areas of woodland owned by the Woodland Trust and Forestry Commission blended with some earlier landscaping, a legacy of eighteenth century classicism. It was managed from the Visitors' Centre, and staffed by an on-site manager who guarded his chink of freedom. The staff also included two rangers, an old-timer and a newcomer, and several volunteers on community service, 'to put them back on the straight and narrow' the manager confirmed. One of the volunteers, 'the salt of the earth' as she was affectionately known by the rangers, offered botany classes, and occasional school parties gave additional support. With commercial pressures to diversify, the park offered an archery club, a model railway, and now, contentiously, a football field for the local club. I took part in the park's routine activities such as coppicing, tending the memorial garden (recently vandalised), and the low status task of rubbish collecting that was the price of entry into the framework. ddMuch of what was at stake happened behind the Centre: to the outsider it presented an air of cultivated dishevelment, much like the designer beard and casual clothing sported by the younger staff to reflect the desired ratio between domestication and wilderness. Some purposes seemed straightforward enough: to the left was a shed where the craft of thatching was being resurrected. Others were less obvious; bits and ends of things too easily mistaken for disorder. Gradually it became clear that the stray planks of wood were waiting collection from a Mongolian hut building enthusiast, and the seemingly obsolete pieces of farming equipment were pressed into tool sharpening. The open barn to the right where the oldtimer recouped for lunch with his dog was more ambiguous: not a threshold to be crossed by the unwary when I wandered in too carelessly for a chat. ddAt first, then, the lines between the elements were clearly drawn. The manager had forgotten to tell the ranger that a researcher was due, and this was an old-timer who disliked having his routine disturbed. The greeting was terse: 'Where are your toe-caps? You won't be able to do much without toecaps. Look, the notice says so!' Limp explanations about the limitations of research funds failed to convince when a vital element of one's conservation persona was missing. ddHowever, with staff shortages, there was nothing else for it than to take me on his rounds. That day it was building a fence to mark off the land that was being cleared to house the local football club. Not a decision that had been taken lightly, and 'certainly not one I'd have made ten years ago', said the manager, not least because it had meant razing a hay meadow full of wild flowers. The ranger's anxious 'Are you going to watch or what?' softened as I set to: my job was to hold steady the struts, double my height and just as heavy, at upper chest, waist and knee level, while he fixed the barbed wire ready for the next hole the community service volunteer was digging alongside. ddConfidences came thick and fast as we worked: the job he had applied for at a wilder reserve further north had just escaped his grasp. 'It's too built up round here' he explained. Then there were worries about his ageing parents, and his own deteriorating health, though he had discarded the arm sling worn earlier for the job in hand. The pleasure in sighting a rare bird was still worth an entry in his logbook, but no longer compensated for unease at the way things were going. His ambivalence about community forestry seemed at first to marginalize him from the high moral density of the group: 'We were not all one happy family', he said. ddBut this was too hasty. Appeals to an 'embattled countryside' were also taken up by others. 'Things are becoming rarer as the countryside retreats' said the younger ranger, as we checked the nesting trails of field mice. There were pressures to keep the strains pure 'Hybridisation isn't a good thing' he went on. It was part of a longer inventory of loss: red squirrels had lost ground to grey, indigenous bluebells to white Spanish varieties, and native geese to their Canadian cousins. Conservation, at least managed conservation, 'was health', he insisted, mindful perhaps that controlling the promiscuity of plants and animals might be at odds with policy goals of inclusion. It was a matter of getting the right things in the right place at the right time. ddPreserving the environment whilst simultaneously encouraging public use had other calls of nature to attend to. The Manager turned a blind eye to any love-making that occurred, provided it was discrete, and courteously averted his gaze when he came upon forest users caught short. But the tyre dumping, bags of poo dangling from the trees, and illegal barbecues we met on our rounds were more insistent. With declining support from the police, and less substantial salaries than their health counterparts, the rhetoric of public accessibility had its limitations. Then the younger ranger corrected himself: 'These are extremes, most of them are in the middle, I've met some really nice people since I've been here'. ddOther forms of solidarity beckoned whose significance I could only dimly apprehend: the conversations in the Visitor's Centre over lunch took first a light, then a darker tone. The community service volunteer talked of the importance of 'morals and manners training' only to refer mysteriously to his children 'being poisoned by the media' with an overdose of sex education; others in search of affordable housing criticised the 'portakabins' that were being erected alongside in the Gateway, too easily confused with the estate beyond. The manager noticed but did not comment on the racism that surfaced briefly. This was a freemasonry of spirit that expressed itself around expertise in knives from which outsiders were firmly excluded. One of the volunteers brought out a case for inspection, holding 'a number seven, a number eight' up to the light to admire the cut of the blades, before locking them up again in his car boot. But no one lingered over lunch when there was work to do. dd'People don't come for their health', the Rangers said. But disorderly bodies kept intruding. Not being able to pull one's weight physically was to risk being seen as a waste of space. Rangers prized volunteers for their hard work, glossing any anxieties about 'exploitation' they expressed at interview, such was the need to keep the park going. The new volunteer who downed tools too easily provoked the ever-present response: 'What, finished already?' ddWhat matters most has a habit of appearing unawares. Faced with gusts of laughter emantating from the Visitors' Centre that the old-timer felt unable to join, meant that we were left to clear the park rubbish one day. Armed with special gloves, forks and bags we moved together effortlessly, grunting at the cans and chicken bones that spilled out of their containers; smiling at the flight of geese that suddenly beat its way overhead; surrendering selfsufficiency momentarily to the carpet of bluebells that took our breath away as the landrover turned a corner. 'If you want to photograph bluebells you have to get right down on the ground, it's no use trying to do it from up there' was all he said. How else could one grasp their blue-ness? But the spell was not to last. It buckled later under my request for a formal interview. Intimacy, at least that kind of intimacy, was not replicable. ddLike its counterpart at Poulsdon, the harmony in conservation could not be sensed by mere association or simple application. Collecting rubbish and building a fence with the oldtimer brought a modest fellowship to life, glimpsed, but never certain. In the process, smaller failures in social perception became clearer, including the dangers of romanticising and exaggerating alienation from the group. Old-timing was a face-to-face that had to be lived with; putting others in their place the social glue that bound Poulsdon staff and volunteers together, even as it divided them on other counts. Paradoxically the finer the discriminations I learned to make, the more elusive sharing became. ddWe were constantly adding fragments to our experience and rejecting others. It was tempting to underestimate the authority that lay behind the Manager's affability and office clutter that was also home to idiosyncrasy. Some social divisions momentarily dropped away as the fine lines between self and other merged in practice, only to throw up others. This was a muscular fellowship where sociability had a place, but was unsung when there was coppicing to do; that embraced volunteers who had fallen foul of the law, but drew lines around those who failed to pull their weight; that reached an accommodation with the adjoining council estate, but hesitated over the low levels of racism that occasionally surfaced. The fellowship that mattered came through bodily knowledge and lived events, and could only be apprehended along the way in the practical context of people's on-going engagement with their surrounds. Such a groping process could not be reduced to a thin reading of the policy parameters or static notions of sociality. Intimacy is itself improvisational.
Discussion
I return to the key purposes of this paper. Using the metaphor of a mosaic, I have tried to question the notion of health and the environment as equal but separate self-contained capsules, merely requiring more careful alignment, and explore what notions of solidarity were being brought to life when people came together under their rubric at Poulsdon and Cloffaugh. ddSeeing health and the green environment as self-contained entities placed side-by-side under the guiding hand of Thames Chase, -definite things in definite places -holds some promise for policy makers in search of more formal regularities, such as the relationship between exercise, age and cognitive impairment at Poulsdon, or sociability and keeping forest users out of trouble at Cloffaugh. Only a large quantitative study could properly establish such connections, and depict the world as it ought to be. ddNonetheless, some pointers are possible. On the one hand community forestry was not a language that promised to redistribute resources or challenge the entrenched determinants of ill health that Green & Labonte (2008) have advocated. At least not directly. It was more a case of trying to correct unhealthy practices, and instil behaviours of individual selfmanagement rather than probe how things got to be the way they were. If participants at Poulsdon progressed from directed to self-directed walking, it was hard to see how emphasising self-reliance at the expense of other qualities, increased their ability to control the future on their own terms. Similarly, rangers and volunteers at Cloffaugh were acting as stewards, protecting the environment from careless damage and preventing themselves from being a burden on the state. In both locations, these ideals of bodily and environmental fitness were designed more to keep the show on the road, as part of the therapeutic dream of revitalising notions of health and a healthy environment in a cost-effective way. ddHowever, metaphor is a more powerful tool precisely because it brings phenomena that are on the face of it unalike together. This enables us to escape the narrower strictures of service delivery models, with their tight relationship between means and ends. When the aim is to bring to life the hopes, fears and fantasies that disappear in such approaches, James' (l902, op. cit.) mosaic philosophy takes us deeper. People do not cement their intimate relationships with one another according to co-ordinates settled on by others in advance. Rationally separating out health and environment as discrete entities presupposed the very divisions between human beings and their surrounds that needed questioning in the first place. In a real sense, participants at Poulsdon and Cloffaugh were already within the environment. Above all it obscured how participants worked out troubling moral-political questions about what ought to be felt and expressed in ways that went beyond attempts to keep the elements in order. These less worldly values were part of, but could not be reduced to, economic or biological drives and needs programmed in advance. The best insights into what it is to be human come to life along the way in the shifting terrain within as well as between patterned regularities, people and events (Jackson, 2007) . The mosaic was always in movement, a constant play between intimacy and distance. ddAt its most conservative, the solidarity that unfolded was more a case of generating subtle new hierarchies than the promised mosaic of social, biological and economic inclusion.
It reminded participants what they were escaping from all the time. Here the ethnography has glimpsed how the fear of contamination from others who are not like us works, the intense difficulty in sustaining and making known an internal democracy (Phillips 2002: 23) : witness the smokers and drug takers who melted away at Poulsdon, the deference and anxiety about speaking out, and the subtle and not so subtle pecking orders on both sites that kept participants in their place. Sociability is not necessarily solidarity, nor cordiality cohesion. It is the indifference of civility that might, perhaps, make policy makers wary. ddAt best, participants in both groups were comparing notes, learning to attend to each other more closely in the way that Ingold and Vergunst (2008) suggested earlier. In both locations, the journeys people made also made their places within the mosaic: not only were participants animating strong moral values about 'the good', such as self-improvement, anti-materialism, and a work ethic as universally desirable . They also appealed to a sense of belonging wider than themselves, that touched upon the sublime. For example, the walk trainer's response to the wind blowing through her hair, or the fleeting recognition of Cloffaugh's old-timer as the person he was in his own eyes, added colour to life, opening up an imaginative space in which new forms of mutuality, grace, and even tenderness became possible, if not taken up there and then (Jackson, 2005; Jackson, 2007) . Experience could grow at the edges. To dismiss such passing moments as false consciousness, or trivialise them as fun, is to miss their deeper significance for people's lives. They were part of a subtle learning process, of comings and goings, truces and conflicts through which participants discovered for themselves what fellowship at the Chase meant. They never quite joined. Nor did they completely separate. In doing so what had seemed close at hand to start with -the policy parameters, for example-became remote; while the many guiding hands (not one), were suddenly recognised as close. This was not a mosaic whose miscellany of parts were fixed in advance, but a process of discovery taken up and recognised as part of oneself, as to which ingredients were worth hanging on to.
Conclusion
The ethnographic approach that I adopted here has been deliberately suggestive and impressionistic. It was not my intention to present a social physics. The experiences that I have tried to portray do not have the crisp outlines that reading across a mosaic's elements, or viewing them from afar, requires. It has only been possible to glimpse the complex interplay between wider social forces and personal motivations as I felt my way along. ddHowever, my attempt to be responsive to whatever happened to happen within the Chase has, I believe, extended the field of visibility and given subtler meaning to the mosaic Thames Chase had in mind (Law, 2004: 90) . Such imaginings, ranging from a loose camaraderie, to the pleasures of putting something back into the social fabric for future generations, to a sense of transcendence over the inevitable limitations of the body, go well beyond the policy language of partnership or integration. They could not have been anticipated in advance. It is precisely an ethnographer's on-going attunement to such intangibles that can best provide fresh soundings for policymakers to contemplate, rather than just a blueprint to follow. ddThree elements in the mosaic might have more solid claims on policy makers' attention. First, I have shown that accessing and controlling the ingredients that make solidarity what it is in the Chase are not only hard to achieve. They are almost impossible to fix in terms of bankable outcomes like those demanded in policy research. Second, it takes time for experiences to tell us what they mean. This is a slow, uncertain, improvisatory process that the policy insistence on immediacy constantly risks brushing aside. Thames Chase does itself no favours by trying to reduce the very poetry that left a trace on the retina long after the actual experience of walking or coppicing were over. Third, addressing the on-going predicaments of people's lives is not a case of exhorting others to 'be like this, do this for me' from a distance; nor is it one of making the return to nature second nature, fashioning a fit between health and environment so exacting that it absolves people from having to make the best of what is to hand. It would be impossible to care for others if one were either identical to them or completely separate from them. Rather it means intensifying the differences, and learning to bear them better. It might best be seen as opening out from within, allowing people to cultivate the necessary discernment that is in itself a form of sharing. The unity that touched naturally, then, provides no final satisfying image. It is always a mosaic-in-the-making. and its many off-shoots, leisure, wellbeing, social capital, is beyond the scope of this paper. d 2 d As it transpired, the epidemiological arm of the study and the ethnography could only fit together at a much higher level of theoretical abstraction. This would defeat the detailed particulars and an appreciation of life as lived that ethnography has an eye for. We settled on a 'default' position for the two approaches to sit side-by-side in the mosaic . d 3 dResearch methods included policy documents, interviews with Thames Chase managers and practitioners, interviews and informal conversations with forest users and local people both singly and in groups, attending meetings and group events. This amounted to twenty-six survey interviews, sixteen in-depth interviews with various users; twenty-three interviews with health and environmental professionals; eighteen participatory and twelve observation sessions.
